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Three Ingredients for Success: 

Transparency, Authenticity, and 

Laughter 

 
DeRetta Cole, vice president of HR, 
Global Technology Operations, at Turner 
Broadcasting, discusses the importance 
of catering to individual employee needs 
and three key factors to creating a 
strong employee-employer relationship. 
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DeRetta Cole, vice president of HR, Global Technology Operations, at Turner Broadcasting, discusses 
the importance of catering to individual employee needs and three key factors to creating a strong 
employee-employer relationship. 

 
[Argyle Executive Forum]: What are useful approaches in effectively managing 3,000 employees and 

meeting the needs of each of them? 

 
[DeRetta Cole]: You have to understand the overall needs of the organization. If you don’t understand the 

business needs, it’s hard to make an impact. It’s almost like having a second career. You not only have to 

understand HR, but you also have to understand how the business impacts what we do and how technology 

affects the organization. It’s like a funnel. You look at the organization overall and then funnel down to how it 

impacts every employee. 

 
What methods work best in creating a positive work environment that fosters strong  

professional relationships? 

 
You have to work with the individual to find the right fit. As I coach executives and leaders within the organization, 

they have the skills to do the job but it is my responsibility to make sure that they fit in the organization. When 

they join the organization, I have to be dogmatic about their onboarding, training, and development. I need to 

help them understand the culture so they can navigate within the organization. 

 
To create a truly positive work environment, you’ve got to make sure you have the right fit. Once you bring the 

individual in, you have to focus on their development, both long term and short term. HR helps to identify stars 

and high performers when they come into the organization. You also need to have a plan that helps support that 

employee’s identification throughout their lifespan within the company. That is what fosters motivation, because it 

reinforces that they’ve come into the right organization, that it’s the right fit, and that they can grow in the future. 
 

Turner Broadcasting recently had an initiative called ‘100 in a 100,’ where you hired 100 

technologists in 100 days. Why was it important for the company to not only recruit skilled 

employees from different regions of the country but also cater to their individual needs? 

 
Technology has changed our industry dramatically. In the past, technology had a lifespan of about five years. Now 

it changes incredibly quickly. Think, for example, about how fast the features changed between the 

first-generation iPad to iPad II. When you think about how quickly things change in the marketplace, it is important 

to make sure that your organization is nimble. ‘100 in a 100 ’ was intended to grow our business rapidly. As a 

global organization, Turner Broadcasting must hire across all facets of the country and the world. Technology 

drives our brands. We need to be recognized as a place where talented technologists want to work because of the 

cutting-edge work that we do. ‘100 in a 100’ was a direct reflection of our need to be nimble to keep pace with the 

rapid technological change in our industry. 

 
In addition to your career in HR, you were also a professor at Clark Atlanta University, where you 

taught leadership professional development. How did your work as a professor strengthen your 

abilities as an HR professional? 

 
I have learned as much from my students as they have learned from me. When I would think about what I needed 

to teach about leadership and professional development, I had to continually translate my on-the-job experience 

into the classroom setting. When you have to do that each week, it requires you to be relevant and current. In 

each class I’ve taught for the past four semesters, I always learned something new – about the upcoming 

generation of employees, my leadership, my style, and ways that I could improve. I was always learning, which 

continues to help keep me relevant in my HR role. 
 

You were also nominated for the Pegasus Award for Excellence in HR. How do you incorporate your 

own strong work ethic into the HR work that you do with other employees? 

 
I try to model for others to do what you say you’ll do as opposed to just having them follow what I say. It’s 

important to model the behavior of an accountable leader. That has always been my mantra. The interesting thing  

about this is it forces you to look at your failures and learn from them to become a better professional. I have 

always enjoyed and have had a passion for my work. I had an opportunity to work with a professor when I got my  
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MBA and then I taught with him at Clark Atlanta. He always said: “Do what you love and the money will come.” 

I’ve always felt that passion for the work that I do, and I believe that it translates into me being a leader who is 

responsible, accountable, and keenly aware of my opportunities for development. 

 
How does your position in HR with global technology operations differ from most standard  

HR positions? 

 
I have an opportunity to work across every one of our brands and businesses, not just a single network. Not only 

is my role unique in that I get to touch every aspect of Turner Broadcasting, but I also have insight into the 

business models across each of our brand. I understand the details of how we run our business, how we distribute 

our channels, etc. Because of my role, I have a greater understanding of the breadth and depth of this 

organization that I really enjoy. Within my role at Turner, I have had the opportunity to work on several taskforces 

that impact the business. I currently am doing an assignment in Hong Kong as a result of having known and 

supported businesses across the entire Turner Broadcasting enterprise. 
 

What are the key factors to establishing a strong employer-employee relationship? 

 
Three key factors stand out for me. First, and most important, is be transparent. People talk about transparency all 

the time. To me, transparency means that people who either work for you or whom you support can see all facets 

of you. I talk a lot about the mistakes that I’ve made because I’ve been able to learn from them. Being 

transparent creates a strong employer-employee relationship. Second, be authentic. Authenticity goes 

hand-in-hand with accountability. Be real about what happens and acknowledge when mistakes are made. I tell 

individuals on my team that when they make a mistake, it’s important to understand both the risk and the 

exposure. If we can minimize these, a mistake becomes a learning opportunity. Third, have a sense of humor. Life 

is short, and you have to have fun. I laugh at myself almost every single day. If you’re able to do that and share 

that openly with others, that makes a huge difference in building and sustaining relationships with individuals 

throughout your career. 
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BIOS: 

 
DeRetta Cole is Vice President of Human Resources for Turner Broadcasting System, Inc. (TBS, Inc.) She leads 

wide-ranging human resources strategy for the company’s Global Technology Operations (GTO) division, which 

includes Audience Multiplatform Technologies, Enterprise Applications, Global Network Operations, Turner Studios, 

Turner Technology Services, Architecture, Technology and Operations for Media and CNN Engineering Systems and 

Technology. In this capacity, she is responsible for partnering with the key executives in Technology to create and 

implement key business initiatives as well as planning and recommending human resources strategies to build 

individual and organizational capability. She manages a team of HR professionals and together they support the 

technology organization. DeRetta is based in Atlanta and reports to Angela Santone, Senior Vice President, 

Corporate HR. 

 
DeRetta has held various roles in the HR organization at Turner since joining in 2008. She spent two years with 

Corporate HR where she partnered with Finance and Accounting, Properties and Security and Legal. She then 

transferred to Technology Support Operations, in 2010 where she assumed responsibility for CNN Best, Enterprise 

Applications, Enterprise Performance Operations, Strategic Audience Solutions and Digital Media Technology. 

Before joining Turner, she was the Diversity Director for Ernst & Young. She held previous HR roles in the following 

organizations; ADP, HomeGrocer.com and YUM Brand. 

 
DeRetta received her undergraduate degree from University of Georgia, her Masters in Business Administration 

from Clark Atlanta University and her PhD in Adult Education from University of Georgia. She is a certified facilitator 

for the Benchmark 360 assessment by the Center for Creative Leadership and is a qualified facilitator for the 

Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) and HOGAN Assessment. She currently serves as a board member to the 

Urban League of Atlanta. Prior to that, she has served on the advisory board to the City Gate Dance Theatre 

Company (2011), Board of Directors of Atlanta Ballet (2006 – 2008), Clark Atlanta University School of Business:  

Dean’s Advisory Board (2005 – 2007), Academy of Human Resource Development, Diversity, Co-Chair (2006 – 

2007), and The Destiny Fund (2006), She is currently a member of Cable Telecommunications HR Association 

(CTHRA) and the International Leadership Academy. 
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